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End sowing cover
for precise sowing by 
the field boundaries

Double bar system
for precise adjustment of the 
sowing dose and opening/closing

Loading hopper sieves
with fine mesh enable smooth 

fertilizer spreading.

Special painting 
coats

full powder painting
of the entire fertilizerEasy access

for the adjustment of the sowing 
dose and working width

Sowing mechanism
made of stainless steel

Precise sowing
up to 24 meters

Sowing discs
with stepless working width 
adjustment up to 36 metres

Double disc fertilizers with hoppers of 400 to 3000 litres capacity and 
a working width of up to 36 metres. The most common equipment in small 
and medium farms, but also efficient in large agricultural companies.

MS / MX

MX 850

MS 500

Optionally
a stainless steel hopper available.

When the hopper is being filled, 
the tarpaulin is folded up
it enables the spreading of fertilizers even 
at adverse weather conditions.

BYK loader
enables fast loading of fertilizer 
big bags of up to 1000 kg.

MX

MODEL CAPACITY 
[L]

WIDTH 
[m]

POWER 
[HP]

850 850 10–24 60–70

1200 1200 10–24 80–90

1600 1600 10–36 100–120

2100 2100 10–36 140–160

3000 3000 12–36 above 180

MS

MODEL CAPACITY 
[L]

WIDTH 
[m]

POWER 
[HP]

400 400 10–24 50

500 500 10–24 50
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Trailer fertilizers of RCW series are universal machines used for spreading 
quicklime and mineral fertilizers. A wide range of fertilizers and a wide portfolio 
of options makes it possible to turn even a small machine into a multifunctional 
and highly efficient working equipment suitable for users for the work in medium 
farms, large agricultural companies and in agricultural service providers.

RCW / RCW PLUS /  
RCW PREMIUM

RCW 120

Universal RCW fertilizers
available with hoppers of 3000 to 12000 litres capacity.

Hydraulic bar
enables one-sided detachment of right or left 
side when working on a cuneiform field.

Tarpaulin enables work continuation
in adverse weather conditions protecting the 
fertilizer against humidity in the course of rainfall.

Steep hopper walls
guarantee fertilizer sliding even  
in a hilly terrain

Superior computer
for a comfortable and intuitive 
fertilizer operation

Large wheels
reduce soil pressure and enable 

work in difficult conditions

Working width
up to 48 metres ensures unique 

work productivity

Spring drawbar
perfectly absorbs any vibration

RCW / RCW PLUS / RCW PREMIUM

MODEL CAPACITY 
[L]

WIDTH 
[m] 

quicklime /
fertilizer

POWER 
[HP]

3000 3000 8-16 / 10-36 50

4000 4000 8-16 / 10-36 60

5500 5500 8-16 / 10-36 70

8200 8200 8-16 / 10-36 80

10000 10000 8-16 / 10-36 120

120 12000 8-16 / 15-48 140

5500 PLUS 5500 8-16 / 10-36 70

5500 PLUS M 5500 8-16 / 10-36 70

8200 PLUS 8200 8-16 / 10-36 90

8200 PLUS M 8200 8-16 / 10-36 90

5500 PREMIUM 5500 8-16 / 10-36 70

8200 PREMIUM 8200 8-16 / 10-36 90
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TYTAN 8 PREMIUM

The range of TYTAN PREMIUM spreaders offers machines from 5.5 to 14 ton capacity.
In the spreaders we can apply adapters that guarantee an even spread with various 

materials. TYTAN PREMIUM spreaders are best adjusted to the farmers’ needs. They can be 
universally used as manure and lime spreaders but also as volume trailer for green crops.

TYTAN PREMIUM

Chain conveyor
TYTAN spreaders are equipped with conveyors 
composed of four chains. The chains are made of 
high-quality steel of 11 m diameter; along with special 
strikes they are suitable for carrying large loads.

Large diameter of nest wheels
allows lower chain wear and tear.

Axle suspension guarantees smooth driving
even in the most difficult terrain.

Solid loading hopper
A tight self-carrying structure 
facilitates washing and 
maintenance

A wide selection of 
adapters
• vertical 3 shaft
• vertical 4 shaft
• horizontal + disc
• crushing + disc adapters

Hydraulically adjustable 
belt movement

with a gear designed to transfer 
high loads 

Four conveyor chains
ensure even mass load
for each chain

TYTAN PREMIUM

MODEL CAPACITY 
[t]

BOX CA-
PACITY 

[m3]

POWER 
[HP]

7 5,5 5,5 60–70

8 6,5 7,0 70–80

10 8,0 9,0 90–100

11 td 9,0 10,0 100–110

13 td 10,0 11,0 110–120

18 td 14,0 15,0 130–150
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